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a b s t r a c t Fires spreading in elevated vegetation, such as chaparral or pine forest canopies, are often more intense than ﬁres spreading through surface vegetation such as grasslands. As a result, they are more difﬁcult to suppress, produce higher heat ﬂuxes, more ﬁrebrands and smoke, and can interact with, or create, local weather conditions that lead to dangerous ﬁre behavior. Such wildland ﬁres can pose a serious threat to wildland–urban interface communities. A basic building block of such ﬁres is a single tree. In the work presented here, a number of individual trees, of various characteristics, were burned without an imposed wind in the Large Fire Laboratory of the National Institute of Standards of Technology. A numerical model capable of representing the spatial distribution of vegetation in a tree crown is presented and evaluated against tree burning experiments. For simplicity, the vegetation was assumed to be uniformly distributed in a tree crown represented by a well deﬁned geometric shape (cone or cylinder). Predictions of the time histories of the radiant heat ﬂux and mass loss rates for different fuel moisture contents and tree heights compared favorably to measured values and trends. This work is a ﬁrst step toward the development and application of a physics-based computer model to spatially complex, elevated, vegetation present in forest stands and in the wildland–urban interface. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of The Combustion Institute.



1. Introduction and background Vegetative fuels and ﬁres in a wildland setting can be categorized into ground, surface, or crown types (e.g., Chap. 4 in [1]). From a modeling point of view, a distinguishing feature of ﬁres is the ﬂame height above the vegetative fuel bed. In ﬁres with ﬂame heights that are signiﬁcantly larger than the height of the fuel bed most ﬂaming combustion will take place above the fuel bed. This can occur, for example, in many high intensity grass ﬁres. In such scenarios, there is justiﬁcation for using separate computational grids for the ﬁre plume (coarser grid) and the vegetation (ﬁner grid). This is especially useful for simulations over large domains (hundreds of meters on a side) since computational costs can be reduced. Such an approach was implemented recently and applied to Australian grassland fuels [2]. In scenarios where the ﬁre plume height is of the same scale as, or smaller than, the fuel bed height, or spatial inhomogeneities in the fuel bed are signiﬁcant compared to the depth of the ﬁre (i.e., the extent of the ﬁre parallel to the direction of ﬁrespread), another approach is required in order to more fully capture the interaction between the ﬁre and the vegetative fuels. Such scenarios can include ﬁre spread through complex arrangements of surface, mid-
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storey, and crown fuels each with varied fuel loading. A speciﬁc example is the initial stage of vertical ﬂame spread for ﬁres that ignite near the base of the vegetation column and spread upward. Another example is changes in the horizontal distribution of fuels (clumping or spottiness) since the ﬁre can ‘‘drop down” from raised fuels, spread along surface fuels, and then spread upward again into the raised fuels. These fuel scenarios, while realistic and relevant, are outside the realm of application of one-dimensional ﬁre spread models such as that developed by Rothermel [3] which is used in BEHAVE [4] and FARSITE [5]. Variations in fuel loading is an important consideration in devising and assessing fuel treatments, determining the ﬁre intensity of a prescribed ﬁre, understanding the processes involved in transition from surface to crown ﬁres, and assessing ﬁre risk in the wildland–urban interface (WUI). Fuels in the WUI are inherently inhomogeneous in type and spatial distribution, with a mixture of structural fuels and indigenous, as well as ornamental, vegetation. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is currently seeking to develop a better understanding of ﬁre behavior in the WUI. This project includes laboratory experiments, ﬁeld measurements (post WUI ﬁre analysis; heat, wind, and temperature during prescribed ﬁres), ﬁre behavior modeling, and economic modeling all focused on the WUI problem. A number of ﬁre behavior modeling approaches are being pursued. The numerical model developed and tested here is weighted toward a more complete inclusion of the physical processes, as opposed to a more semi-empirical approach (e.g., see [6]). The present work is a ﬁrst
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Nomenclature Variable Description, Units A frontal area of fuel element, m2 CD drag coefﬁcient C EDC ¼ 0:1 Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) model constant sp eciﬁc heat at constant pressure, kJ kg1 K1 cp D mass diffusivity, m2 s1 fD000 drag force per unit volume, kg m2 s2 Gðr; DÞ ﬁlter kernel of characteristic width D, m3 P h ¼ i Y i hi mixture enthalpy, kJ kg1 hi speciﬁc enthalpy of species i, kJ kg1 I identity matrix Iðx; ^sÞ radiation intensity, W MHz m2 sr1 Ib ðx; ^sÞ blackbody radiation intensity, W MHz m2 sr1 J diffusive mass ﬂux, kg m2 s k thermal conductivity, W m1 K1 m mass, kg _ 000 chemical mass consumption of gas species i, kg m3 s1 m i 000 _b mass production due to thermal degradation of vegetam tion, kg m3 s1 M fuel moisture content of vegetation N number of fuel elements molecular weight of gas species i, kg kmol1 Wi P W ¼ ð i Y i =W i Þ1 average molecular weight of gas mixture, kg kmol1 ^ n unit normal vector heat release rate per unit volume due to chemical reacQ_ 000 c tions, kW m3 p hydrodynamic pressure, Pa thermodynamic pressure, Pa p0 conductive plus radiative heat source, kW m3 q_ 000 net q heat ﬂux vector, kW m2 ^s unit vector in direction of radiation intensity Re Reynolds number r radius or stoichiometric ratio or m T temperature,  C u velocity vector, m s1 U integrated radiation intensity, W m2 V volume, m3 x position vector, m Y i ¼ qi =q mass fraction of species i S surface area, m2 b ¼ qbv =qe packing ratio DHc molar heat of combustion, kJ kmol1



step in the development of a validated physics-based numerical model for simulating ﬁre spread through trees (crown fuel type). The model presented here numerically solves the governing equations for ﬂuid ﬂow, combustion, heat transfer, and thermal degradation of the vegetative fuel. This results in a three-dimensional, time-dependent, prediction of ﬁre behavior. Measurements from experiments of burning Douglas ﬁrs are used to validate the numerical predictions. The targeted application area is the simulation of ﬁre behavior through the wildland–urban interface. The end goal is to develop a range of computationally efﬁcient tools to help land managers and others assess wildland ﬁre risk to communities and homes. A suitably validated physics-based approach has the potential to account for realistic variations in the environmental conditions relevant to WUI ﬁre behavior. At present, rule-based checklists or limited empirical studies are used to reduce or assess the risk of structures to WUI ﬁres (speciﬁc examples may be found in standards and codes [7,8] or an overview in Mell et al. [9]). The next section provides an overview of the model (a short derivation of the model equations is given in Appendix A). Next,



Dhc mass-based heat of combustion, kJ kg1 Dhpyr heat of pyrolysis, kJ kg1 Dhvap heat of vaporization, kJ kg1 Dm mass loss, kg Dx; Dy; Dz grid spacing, m dðxÞ Dirac delta function, m3 j radiative absorption coefﬁcient l dynamic viscosity of the gaseous mixture, kg m1 s1 mi stoichiometric coefﬁcient of species i q mass density, kg m3 re surface-to-volume ratio for fuel elements of type e, m1 rB ¼ 5:67  1011 Stefan–Boltzmann constant, kWm2 K4 s stress tensor, Pa vchar fraction of virgin solid fuel converted to char vr fraction of local chemical heat release radiated to surroundings vs fraction of consumed fuel mass converted to soot Subscripts a ambient b bulk vegetative fuel quantity or blackbody c convective, combustion, chemical D drag e fuel element type i gaseous species k fuel element index r radiative v virgin dry vegetation F fuel species t turbulent Superscripts d deviatoric part sgs subgrid scale Special operators R /ðx; tÞ  Gðx  x0 ; DÞ/ðx0 ; tÞdx0 conventional implicit spatial ﬁlter ~ tÞ  qðx; tÞ/ðx; tÞ=qðx; tÞ implicit Favre-ﬁlter /ðx; R xþDx=2 R yþDy=2 R zþDz=2 h/ðx; tÞiV b  V1b xDx=2 yDy=2 zDz=2 /ðx0 ; tÞdx0 dy0 dz0 explicit anisotropic box ﬁlter ~ Dt ~  @/=@t þ u ~  r/ Favre-ﬁltered material derivative D/=



the Douglas ﬁr burn experiments conducted at NIST are described and results are presented. This is followed by model predictions of experimental tree burns and their comparison to experimental ﬁndings. The paper ends with a summary and conclusions regarding the performance of the model and future work. 2. Overview of the numerical model The numerical approach, called WFDS for WUI Fire Dynamics Simulator, is an extension of the capabilities of the FDS5 (Fire Dynamics Simulator version 5.2) to outdoor ﬁre spread and smoke transport problems that include vegetative and structural fuels and complex terrain. FDS is a ﬁre behavior model developed by NIST in cooperation with VTT Technical Research Center of Finland, industry, and academics. To date, the focus of FDS has been to simulate stationary outdoor ﬁres (e.g., pool ﬁres and tank farm ﬁres) and structural ﬁres. The methods of computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) are used to solve the three-dimensional (or two-dimensional) time-dependent equations governing ﬂuid motion, com-
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bustion, and heat transfer. Throughout the course of the development of FDS, experiments conducted in NIST’s Large Fire Laboratory and elsewhere have been used to evaluate and further reﬁne the modeling approach (see McGrattan et al. [10] for information on FDS validation studies; and McDermott et al. [11] for veriﬁcation studies). An FDS technical manual [12] and user guide [13] are also available. The numerical model is based on the large-eddy simulation (LES) approach and provides a time-dependent, coarse-grained numerical solution to the governing transport equations for mass, momentum, and energy. The effect of thermal expansion due to chemical reaction and heat and mass transfer enters the computation through an elliptic constraint, derived using the energy equation, on the velocity ﬁeld. The local mean temperature is then obtained via the ideal gas equation of state. Dissipation of kinetic energy is achieved through a simple closure for the turbulent stress: the constant coefﬁcient Smagorinsky model. The turbulent transport of heat and mass is accounted for by use of constant turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers, respectively. The subgrid heterogeneity of species concentrations and temperature is treated in conjunction with the reaction, heat transfer, and radiation intensity models. Where these effects are important they are included using empirical correlations. The advective form of the continuity equation is solved together with the Stokes form of the momentum equations on a structured Cartesian staggered grid. The spatial discretizations are second-order accurate for uniform grids. Species mass equations are advanced using a modiﬁed version of MacCormack’s predictor– corrector scheme and the momentum equations are advanced using a two-stage projection scheme based on the explicit modiﬁed Euler method. Combustion heat release rate is modeled based on the Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) model of Magnussen [14]. The solid phase model is similar to models used by previous researchers. In particular, Albini [15,16] presented similar model equations for two-dimensional heat transfer in a medium containing vegetation and air under an assumed heat ﬂux due to an idealize ﬁre shape. Albini’s approach provided a ﬁre spread rate but did not model the pyrolysis or char oxidation of the solid fuel. More recently, similar models for the heat transfer within the vegetative fuel bed have been incorporated in CFD models, which include (to differing levels of approximations) thermal degradation (pyrolysis and char oxidation) and gas-phase combustion, to obtain a more complete approach to predicting the transient behavior of the ﬁre and its buoyant plume (for example [17,18,2]). A review of these methods is given in Mell et al. [2]. A tree crown is assumed to be composed of ﬁxed, thermally thin, optically black, fuel elements. More than one type of thermally thin element (e.g., foliage and thermally thin roundwood) can be represented. Note that an emissivity of 0.9 is characteristic of wildland vegetation [19] so the assumption that a fuel element is a perfect absorber is reasonable. The thermally thin assumption is commonly used in ﬁre spread models involving ﬁne wildland fuels (grass and foliage of shrubs and trees) [3]. Experiments have been conducted [20,21] and are ongoing to measure the ﬁre brand generation properties of Douglas ﬁr and their transport properties in controlled wind environments. Vegetation that is thermally thin is sufﬁciently small in size (e.g., branches 
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that were more uniform in their spatial distribution of foliage, and other thermally thin fuels, than usually occurs in a natural forest setting. The use of trees with a relatively uniform spatial distribution of crown bulk density, on the scale of O (10) cm, greatly simpliﬁes the validation of WFDS and experimental procedures. The inﬂuence of non-uniform spatial distribution of crown fuel on ﬁre behavior will be considered at a later date. An example of approximating a tree crown as either a cone or a cylinder is shown Fig. 1a. The outlines of both a conical and cylindrical volume overlie a photograph of one of the 5 m tall experimental trees. A white square, labeled ‘‘grid cell”, represents a 10 cm WFDS grid cell, which is characteristic of the grid cells used in the simulations. The approximation of uniformly distributing the unresolved vegetative mass, foliage and roundwood, within a grid cell is shown in Fig. 1b. Both convective and radiative heat transfer between the gas phase and the vegetation is accounted for, as is the drag of the vegetation on the airﬂow. In general, as the temperature of a vegetative fuel increases, ﬁrst moisture is removed, followed by pyrolysis (the generation of fuel vapors), and then char oxidation (also known as smoldering combustion). In the modeling approach used here, the temperature equation for the fuel bed is solved assuming a two stage endothermic decomposition process of water evaporation followed by solid fuel pyrolysis. Char oxidation requires sufﬁciently high solid temperatures and gas-phase oxygen concentrations. From observations of the laboratory tree burns, mass consumption and heat release due to char oxidation is not relevant until after the peak mass loss rate. For example, Fig. 2b is a snapshot of an experiment at the point of maximum mass loss rate. The entire crown appears to be engulfed by ﬂaming combustion (i.e., it appears that combustion is occurring throughout the crown). Fig. 2d is a WFDS prediction of the oxygen mass fraction in a slice plane passing through the center of the simulated tree crown. The WFDS cone-shaped approximation to the tree crown can be seen. This ﬁgure shows that there is insufﬁcient oxygen to support ﬂaming combustion or char oxidation within simulated tree crown. Instead, the crown is surrounded by a band of ﬂaming combustion. Thus, any signiﬁcant char oxidation modeled in WFDS would not take place until the ﬂaming combustion subsided, exposing the solid fuel to oxygen. Char oxidation (glowing combustion) can clearly be seen in the experiments after ﬂaming combustion subsides in Fig. 2c. Since the current focus of WFDS model development is the prediction of ﬂame spread through vegetation, char oxidation is not modeled here. 3. Tree burn experiments The tree burning experiments reported here were conducted in NIST’s Large Fire Laboratory (LFL). Douglas ﬁr was selected as the tree species for these experiments because it was readily available in local tree farms and is abundant in the western United States of America where WUI ﬁres are most prevalent [25,26]. A schematic showing the different measures used to describe a tree is shown in Fig. 3. Trees of two different heights were burned: approximately 2 m and 5 m. The trees were selected from a local nursery, cut (no roots were present), and delivered to NIST. The trees were mounted on custom stands and allowed to dry. During the experiments, no wind was imposed on the trees. Samples were selected from random locations in the tree crown for determining moisture content. The moisture content of the tree was measured using a Computrac XL1000 moisture meter.1 A calibration of the moisture



1 Any mention of commercial products is for information only; it does not imply recommendation or endorsement by NIST, nor does it imply that the products identiﬁed are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of 5 m tall Douglas ﬁr with the outlines of the cross sections of both a conical and a cylindrical volume approximation to the tree crown. For simplicity the WFDS model approximates the tree as a cone or a cylinder. The approximate size of a WFDS grid cell (dx ¼ 10 cm) is also shown. (b) Illustration of the approach used in WFDS to model the subgrid vegetative mass. (b.I) A photo of the actual vegetation. (b.II) The vegetation is binned into different types according to size, each of which is assumed to uniformly distributed through the volume V b with a bulk density based on measurements. In ﬁgure b.II and b.III there are two sizes: foliage and roundwood. The implementation of the model on a computational grid requires an averaging or LES approach shown schematically in b.III. Both II and II show four grid cells, each with volume Vb.



meter was performed, based on oven drying the samples, determining the moisture content, and comparing it to the Computrac moisture measurement. The moisture content obtained from the Computrac meter was within 2% of the oven dried value. The overall uncertainty in the measurements estimated to be 10%. This uncertainty was dependent on the spatial variability within the tree as well as the uncertainty in the analyzer measurement. Needle samples, as well as small branch samples (three heights, four radial locations at each height), were collected for the moisture measurements. The measurements were taken on a bi-weekly basis. The moisture content, M, determined on a dry basis, is given as a percentage:



M¼



me;wet  me;v  100%; me;v



ð1Þ



where me;wet is the measured mass of the virgin vegetation and me;v is the mass of the dried virgin vegetation; the subscript e denotes a vegetative fuel element of a given type. Experimental measurements from nine 2 m tall Douglas ﬁr and three 5 m tall Douglas ﬁr were collected. By design the average moisture levels for the 2 m trees fell into three ranges: M < 30%; 30% < M < 70%, and 70% < M. Babrauskas reported that burning characteristics of Douglas ﬁr differed according to these three levels of moisture content [27]. For M < 30% a tree ignites easily and the ﬁre spreads relatively quickly through the crown, which is often fully consumed. Trees with 30% < M < 70% are in a transition region, successful ignition results in only partial consumption of the crown. In trees with



70% < M little burning occurs beyond what is supported by the ignitor used in the experiments. The observed ﬁre behavior in the current experiments is consistent with Babrauskas’s observations. At least three replicate burns were conducted for each tree height and moisture content regime. In general, the moisture-based breakpoints in burning behavior described in the preceding paragraph will depend on the ignition source. Babrauskas, whose focus was on the ﬁre safety issues related to Christmas tree ﬁres in homes, ignited M < 50% trees with a small single ﬂame and M > 50% trees with an area ﬁre beneath the crown. Thus, while the moisture dependent burning regimes provide a reasonable data set for model validation, they should be viewed as appropriate to laboratory studies and only cautiously applied to ﬁeld conditions. Some live fuels, with high moisture contents, can burn due to the presence of high energy volatiles such as terpenes, fats, oils, and waxes. Rothermel has found this to be the case for live chaparral with M > 100% [28]. Also, in the International Crown Fire Modeling Experiments all foliage and roundwood  70% [29]. These tree crowns were subjected to signiﬁcantly higher heat ﬂux levels, compared to our laboratory trees, from ﬁres spreading through the underlying surface and understorey fuels and in nearby tree crowns in the up-spread direction. This intense thermal environment cannot be easily created in a laboratory setting. However, the experiments conducted here do have a controlled, repeatable, procedure for producing well characterized data that can be used to validate a ﬁre spread model at the laboratory scale. The igni-
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Fig. 2. Photos (a)–(c) show the characteristic evolution of a tree burn experiment for a tree with low moisture content (M ¼ 26%): (a) The ﬁre is established and is spreading up sides of crown. (b) The tree crown is surrounded by ﬂaming combustion. The peak mass loss rate occurs at this point. (c) Flaming has largely subsided except in the lower half of the tree and the burning of downed branches at the base of the tree. Foliage has been completely consumed and the remaining crown is actively smoldering. Note the smoldering ﬁrebrands in the air above the crown. (d) A slice plane showing the oxygen mass fraction from the WFDS calculation when the crown is fully surrounded by ﬂaming combustion (i.e., corresponds to burning stage shown in experimental photo (b)). White corresponds to no oxygen and black to an ambient value. The cone shaped approximation to the tree crown can be seen and is completely engulfed in an oxygen free zone.



tion procedure is representative of a low intensity surface ﬁre, not a high intensity wildﬁre. Repeatable ﬁeld scale ﬁrespread experiments are extremely difﬁcult to conduct due to cost, safety, and environmental variability. Only a few well characterized ﬁeld-scale experiments exist (e.g., [29,30]). There are relatively few constraints on conducting numerical simulations of ﬁeld scale ﬁrespread scenarios beyond computational cost. However, it is essential that the numerical simulation be validated, or evaluated, through comparison to controlled experiments (when possible) or ﬁeld observations. In the 2 m tall tree experiments conducted here, six trees had an average M ¼ 14% and three trees had an average M ¼ 49%. For the 5 m tall trees the average M ¼ 26%. The trees were ignited using custom natural gas burners speciﬁcally designed for these experiments. Two burners, one for each tree height, were used. A photograph of the burner used for the 2 m tall trees is shown in Fig. 4. This ignitor was circular, with a diameter of 80 cm and a heat re-



lease rate of 30 kW. The ignitor was shut off after 10 s for the M ¼ 14% trees and after 30 s for the M ¼ 49% trees. The ignitor used for the 5 m tall trees was hexagonal with a span of 122 cm and a heat release rate of 130 kW. The ignitor was shut off after 30 s. The bottom area of each tree crown was pruned so that, as much as possible, the vertical distance between the burner and the crown base above it was 10 cm–20 cm for the 2 m tall trees and 30 cm for the 5 m tall trees. This was done for consistency of ignition. Both digital still photography and standard color video (standard 30 frames per second) were used to record the ignition and burning process. Additional experiments were conducted for ﬁrebrands generated from trees of each height. Results from this study are reported in a separate paper [20]. The mass of a tree was measured as it burned using two different load cells in order to resolve the disparate initial mass loading for the two tree heights considered. The voltage from the load cells was recorded using custom data processing software.
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W. Mell et al. / Combustion and Flame 156 (2009) 2023–2041 Table 1 Experimental data from 2 m tall Douglas ﬁr trees (quantities in parentheses are the standard deviation). See Fig. 3 for an illustration of a tree crown and deﬁnitions of physical dimensions.



Fig. 3. Schematic showing different measures of a cone shaped tree. The width of the crown base was determine by measuring between the furthest extent of the branch tips in the bottom of the crown. Note that this may not correspond to the lowest branches. This was done in two orthogonal planes and the results averaged.



Fig. 4. A snapshot from a 2 m tall tree experiment showing the ignitor and load cell conﬁguration.



Tables 1 and 2 list measured characteristics of the 2 m and 5 m tall trees, respectively, used in the experiments. Values for the vertical length of the crown, height to crown base, and total height (from ground to top of the crown) are listed. The crown base width is the average of the horizontal distance spanned by the lowest branches of the crown. The initial total mass is the mass of the entire tree (including moisture mass) just prior to ignition, the dry mass loss (Dmdry ) is obtained from the measured total mass loss, Dmtotal , by:



Dmdry ¼



Dmtotal : 1 þ 0:01 M



ð2Þ



Note that Dmtotal , which is not listed in Tables 1 and 2, includes mass loss from drying, the generation of fuel gases (i.e., pyrolysis), and char oxidation (smoldering). Determining Dmdry from (2) assumes that the char mass is completely consumed, leaving ash of negligible mass. It is also assumed that the moisture of all consumed fuel equals the measured needle moisture. Comparisons of twig and needle moisture levels were consistent with the last assumption.



Test#



Height, m Crown, base, total



Crown base, m



Initial total mass, kg



Mass loss (dry, Dmdry ), kg



M (needles), %



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Average



2.1, 0.15, 2.25 2.1, 0.15, 2.25 2.0, 0.15, 2.15 2.1, 0.15, 2.25 1.9, 0.15, 2.05 1.9, 0.15, 2.05 1.8, 0.15, 1.95 1.8, 0.15, 1.95 1.9, 0.15, 2.05 1.96 (0.1) Crown



1.7 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.7 1.4 1.7 (0.12)



13.6 15.0 11.9 8.1 8.3 9.5 11.2 11.3 9.5 T1-3: 13.5 (1.3) T4-9: 9.7 (1.3)



2.7 3.1 3.2 3.4 4.0 4.8 3.7 3.9 3.8 T1-3: 3.0 (0.2) T4-9: 3.9 (0.4)



48 50 49 20 17 14 10 12 10 T1-3: 49 (0.8) T4-9: 14 (3.7)



Table 2 Experimental data from 5 m tall Douglas ﬁr trees (quantities in parentheses are the standard deviation). See Fig. 3 for an illustration of a tree crown and deﬁnitions of physical dimensions. Test #



Tree height, m Crown, base, total



Crown base width, m



Initial total mass, kg



Dmdry , kg



M (needles), %



2 3 4 Average



4.2, 0.3, 4.5 4.2, 0.3, 4.5 4.3, 0.3, 4.6 4.2 (0.05) Crown



3.4 3.0 2.3 2.9 (0.45)



67.2 53.7 52.9 57.9 (6.6)



21.4 18.1 17.0 18.8 (1.9)



31 23 23 26 (3.8)



Individual measured mass loss time histories and average mass loss rate time histories for the 2 m tall, M = 49%, trees are plotted in Figs. 5a and b, respectively. The vertical lines in Fig. 5b are one standard deviation above and below the average mass burning rate. As seen in Fig. 5a, the mass loss curves for each experiment are shifted vertically so that they all start at zero mass. This allows more direct comparison since the initial mass does vary between experiments (see Table 1). The total mass loss varies from 4 to 5 kg, an average of 33% of the original tree mass. Very little roundwood burned and the foliage was completely consumed only in approximately the upper 2/3 of the crown, as can be seen in Fig. 6, and in the central region of the bottom 1/3 of the crown. Very few ﬁrebrands were produced as these require sufﬁcient burning of the roundwood. The total mass loss for the 2 m tall, M ¼ 14%, trees (Fig. 7a) varies from 4.1 kg to 5.5 kg for an average of 48% of the original tree mass. This total mass loss is about the same in the 2 m tall, M ¼ 49%, trees (although the mass loss was a smaller fraction of the original mass, 33%). The M ¼ 14% trees burn over a shorter time interval since the fuel is drier and, therefore, pyrolyzes more readily. This is reﬂected in the behavior of the mass loss rates. The 2 m tall, M ¼ 14%, trees burn for approximately 20 s with a peak moss loss rate of 0.4 kg s1, as seen in Fig. 7b. The M ¼ 49% cases burn about twice as long and have half the peak mass loss rate (about 0.2 kg s1). In the 2 m tall, M ¼ 14%, and 5 m tall cases, fuel moisture was low enough that all the foliage and most of the roundwood up to a diameter of 10 mm was consumed. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 8 which is at the end stage of ﬂaming combustion. It can be seen that no foliage remains and a signiﬁcant amount of roundwood is undergoing smoldering combustion. The mass loss and average mass loss rate time histories for the 5 m tall trees are plotted in Fig. 9a and b, respectively. Approximately ﬁve times more mass is lost, 21 kg–28 kg or 40% of the total
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a



2029



b



Fig. 5. Experimental results from burning the approximately 2 m tall trees with average moisture content of 49%. See Table 1 for more details. (a) Mass loss time history curves for each of the three experiments. (b) Average mass loss rate from data in (a). The vertical lines show one standard deviation above and below the average mass burning rate.



mass, compared to the 2 m tree cases. The trees burn for about 40 s _ max ¼ 2  0:2 kg s1 , ﬁve times and have a peak mass loss rate of m _ that of the drier 2 m tall trees mmax ¼ 0:4  0:1 kg s1 . The varia_ max is most likely due to differences in tree structure (such tion in m as intra-crown variation in bulk density). A ﬁrst approximation to the peak heat release can be obtained by neglecting moisture mass _ max . This gives HRRmax ¼ 5:2 loss: HRRmax ¼ ð1  vchar ÞDhc m 1:3 MW (2 m tree) and 26  2:6 MW (5 m tree). The average of the measured HRRmax is 3:7  0:9 MW and 32  6 MW. The calorimetry system itself had a measurement uncertainty of 25%. _ max based and the calorimetry meaThe differences between the m sured HRRmax are reasonable given the spread in the experimental results and the uncertainty in the calorimetry measurements.



4. WFDS simulations of the experimental tree burns Computer simulations of the three cases of Douglas ﬁr burnexperiments were conducted: 2 m tall, 49% moisture content; 2 m tall, 14% moisture; and 5 m tall 26% moisture. Validation checks of the numerical simulation were made by comparing time histories of the predicted and measured mass loss rate and radiant heat ﬂux. Mass loss rate is a fundamental quantity since it is the result of the coupled processes of heat generated by gas-phase combustion, convective and radiative transfer of this heat to the vegetation, and the resulting thermal degradation of the vegetation (mass loss) that can create additional fuel vapor for further combustion. Fig. 10 shows a series of snapshots from an experiment and characteristic simulation of a 2 m tall tree burn. 4.1. Model inputs



Fig. 6. Photograph of 2 m tall, 49% moisture, tree burn experiment at the end of the ﬂaming stage. Corresponds to the dashed line result in Fig. 5a (i.e., Test 3 in Table 1) at approximately 40 s after ignition. A section of the outer perimeter (radius greater than the ignitor’s) in approximately the bottom third of the tree crown is unburned due to the high moisture content of the vegetation. In burned areas, consumption is mostly limited to foliage. Essentially no ﬁrebrands are formed.



The numerical model requires a number of thermo-physical properties for the gas phase and the vegetative fuel. Required properties of the vegetative fuel are listed in Tables 1–3 and can be categorized as follows: 1. Crown properties (a) Geometry: The computer model is capable of representing the shape of a tree crown at the resolution of a grid cell (O (10) cm here). However, measuring the mass and size distribution of vegetation at this resolution would take signiﬁcant effort. For simplicity, the crown is represented as a well deﬁned shape such as a cone or cylinder. This requires measured or estimated values of the width and height of the crown base, the width of the crown top, and the total height of the tree. The average values of these physical dimensions are used to deﬁne the simulated 2 m and 5 m tall trees. For example, in the 2 m tall tree case (using dimensions of the six 2 m tall tree burns listed in Table 1) the average crown base width and height are 1.7 m and 0.15 m, respectively; and the average tree height is 2.1 m. These dimensions are sufﬁcient to represent the tree as a cone. Overall, the 2 m trees were well represented by a cone. The 5 m trees were not as conical and simulations using both a cone and a cylinder were compared. (b) Bulk density: The model equations require the bulk density of the dry (zero moisture) thermally-thin vegetation. While it is possible to bioassay tree crowns to obtain a spatially dependent bulk density, it would be at a signiﬁcant time and labor cost. Also, the question of how to determine if the bioassayed trees are sufﬁciently representative of trees to be burned would need to
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Fig. 7. Experimental results from burning the approximately 2 m tall trees with average moisture content of 14%. See Table 1 for more details. (a) Mass loss time history curves for each of the six experiments. (b) Average mass loss rate from data in (a). The vertical lines show one standard deviation above and below the average mass burning rate.



Fig. 8. Photograph of 2 m tall, 17% moisture, tree burn experiment at the end of the ﬂaming stage. This experimental case is plotted with a dotted line in Fig. 7a (i.e., Test 5 in Table 1). The time at which the photo was taken is t ¼ 22 s. Post-ﬁre observations found that all the foliage and roundwood up to 10 mm in diameter was consumed. Firebrands from roundwood can be seen in the ﬁgure, many of which were drawn into the hood during the experiment. Other ﬁrebrands fell beneath the tree and burned via both ﬂaming and smoldering combustion. Note that in the ﬁrebrand collection studies of Manzello [20], the hood was turned off to prevent loss of ﬁre brands.



be addressed. Given the early stage of this study and limited resources, an approximation to the dry-fuel bulk density was obtained from the measured mass loss and limited tree biomass sampling (bioassays). It was observed that, for the 5 m trees and the drier 2 m trees all foliage and roundwood up to approximately 10 mm in diameter was consumed by the ﬁre. It was assumed that the consumption of thermally-thin vegetation (i.e., foliage and roundwood 6 6 mm in diameter) dominated this mass loss. This



assumption was found to be consistent with measurements of the proportional distribution of biomass in the crown, as discussed below. In other words, for these relatively dry M < 30% trees, the ﬁre pruned out the thermally-thin vegetation allowing an estimation of the thermally thin mass in the crown. In order to determine the mass of vegetation in different size classes (up to 10 mm in diameter roundwood) two 2 m tall trees were sampled (one partially and the other fully). Mass measurements were obtained in the following four size classes: foliage, roundwood of diameter 6 3 mm, roundwood 3–6 mm in diameter, and roundwood 6–10 mm in diameter. The distribution of dry mass in these size classes was approximately 64%, 11%, 10%, and 15%, respectively. A similar distribution of mass was found in the 5 m tall trees from sampling ﬁve branches of one tree (sampling an entire 5 m tree was too costly). The mass distribution for the 5 m tall tree were: 60%, 17%, 12%, and 11%. Thus, averaging the 2 m and 5 m cases, the 6–10 mm diameter roundwood contributes only 13% to the measured burned mass (assuming that mass loss in roundwood greater than 10 mm diameter is negligible). In the M < 30% trees an estimate for the bulk density of the dry thermally-thin dry fuels can be obtained from the measured loss of dry mass, Dmexp;dry , and an estimated volume of the tree crown, qbv ¼ Dmexp;dry =V crown . This global bulk density value can be broken up into bulk densities for the different size classes based on the mass distribution values given above. Values of qbv are listed in Table 3. The determination of the bulk density of the thermally thin fuels in the higher moisture case, M ¼ 49%, could not be as directly obtained from the measured mass loss because not all the thermally thin fuels in the crown were consumed. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.2. In all cases the vegetation is assumed to be distributed uniformly throughout the tree crown so that the bulk density is spatially independent. (c) Packing ratio: The packing ratio, b ¼ qbv =qe , is an important parameter in the drag and radiation heat transfer (see Appendix). Its value depends on the bulk property of qbv (discussed above) and the fuel element property of qe (discussed below). 2. Fuel element properties The numerical model requires the following properties of the fuel elements (also see Table 3). (a) Density: A value of qe ¼ 514 kg m3 was used for the fuel element density [31]. (b) Initial temperature: The initial temperature of the fuel elements was assumed to be the same as the measured air temperature or prescribed by the user.
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Fig. 9. Experimental results from burning the approximately 5 m tall trees with average moisture content of 26%. See Table 2 for more details. (a) Mass loss time history curves for each of the three experiments. (b) Average mass loss rate from data in (a). The vertical lines show one standard deviation above and below the average mass burning rate.



Fig. 10. Snapshots showing the characteristic stages of burning of a 2.4 m tall Douglas ﬁr. Both experiments and simulations are shown. Photographs of the tree burning in NIST’s Large Fire Laboratory are along the top row. The bottom row shows a WFDS computer simulation of the burning tree as rendered by Smokeview (NIST’s visualization tool). The vegetative fuel is represented by point which are colored by temperature (blue is ambient, red is pyrolysis temperature). A heat release rate surface is displayed in orange (approximates the location of the ﬂame). This tree is from an earlier set of scoping experiments and has a larger bulk density (qbv ¼ 8 kg m3 ; M ¼ 24%) than the ﬁnal set of 2 m tall trees in Table 1. This resulted in a longer burn time.



(c) Moisture: The fuel element moisture was deﬁned to be the average of moisture (see Eq. (1)) measured from the trees for a given case. These measurements were made at a number of locations in the thermally thin fuels within the tree crowns. (d) Char fraction: Susott measured the char fraction for Douglas ﬁr foliage, stems, and wood [32]. The average of these measurements, ve;char ¼ 0:26, was used here. (e) Speciﬁc heat: The relation for the speciﬁc heat of dry virgin Douglas ﬁr reported by Parker [33] was used (see Table 3). (f) Surface-to-volume ratio: The surface to volume ratio (r ¼ 3940 m1 with standard deviation of 366 m1) of the needles was obtained by averaging measured dimensions (length, width, and thickness) of 30 needles with calipers (accurate to 0:0125 mm). The needle shapes were closer to ﬂat strips than cylinders. Most model inputs for the gas phase are discussed in Appendix 1 A. The heat of combustion, Dhc ¼ 17; 700 kJ kg , is the heat released per kg of gaseous fuel (not per kg of solid fuel). It is derived from the char fraction and the average heat of combustion of vol-



atiles measured from Douglas ﬁr wood and foliage [32]. Note that in [32] the reported the heat of combustion is of volatiles per kg of the virgin fuel, Dhc;volatiles , so that



Dhc ¼



Dhc;volatiles : 1  vchar



The char fraction is



vchar ¼



me;char : me;v



The experimental ignition procedure at the bottom of the tree crown was approximated by placing a ring of hot spots within the base of the simulated crown. The location and diameter of these rings matched that of the ﬂame from the experimental burners (within the constraints of grid resolution). The simulated rings were held hot for the same duration that the ignitors were ﬂaming in the experiments (10 s and 30 s for the 2 m tall trees with M ¼ 14% and 49%, respectively; 30 s for the 5 m tall tree). This simulated ignitor induced a buoyant ﬂow of hot air on the vegetation with an average temperature of 800 C.
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Table 3 Thermo-physical properties required in model. A ndash (–) indicates that the property was not measured. Values of these unknown properties in the simulation were either assumed or representative values were obtained from the literature sources cited.



Gas phase



Symbol, units



Value used



Dhc , kJ kg1



17,700



vr vs



0.35 0.02 Measured



T g;a , C Solid phase



r, m1 vchar cp;v , kJ kg1 C1 cp;m , kJ kg1 C1 qe , kg m3 qbv , kg m3



a



5m Tree



Comments



–



–



– – 20



– – 28



Douglas ﬁr [32]a, Section 4.1 Wood cribs [34]a Douglas ﬁr [35]a



3940 0.26 Varies with T s 4.22



– – –



– – –



Measured Douglas ﬁr [32]a =1.11 + 0.0037 T s [33]



–



–



[36]



514 Derived



–



–



2.63 3.95 – 0.005 0.008 –



2.03 – 1.76 0.004 – –



–



–



Douglas ﬁr [31] All veg 610 mm Cone crown, M = 14% Cone crown, M = 49% Cylinder crown M = 14% 2 m tree M = 49% 2 m tree See discussion in Section A.6 Assumed



be ¼ qbv =qe



Derived



T e;a , C



T g;a



2m Trees



Representative value from the range of values found in the cited reference.



4.2. Model results and discussion The sensitivity of the model predictions of mass loss rate and radiant heat ﬂux on both grid resolution and computational domain size was tested. The computational domains of the ‘‘production” runs were 3 m  3 m  6 m (in x; y; z directions with z vertical) for the 2 m tall trees and 6 m  6 m  9 m for the 5 m tall trees. Mass loss rates and heat ﬂuxes from simulations with twice the edge length (eight times the volume) were within 15% of the production run simulations. The grid resolutions were uniform with 7.5 cm cells for the 2 m tall trees and 10 cm for the 5 m tall trees in the production runs. Simulations with half the grid size had peak mass loss rates that were 15% lower. Future work will better identify the source and sensitivities of these variations in the model results which can be due to our representation of the vegetation and/or our numerical and physical modeling approaches. The simulations were run on four 3.1 GHz processors. The 2 m tall tree runs required 250 MB of memory and 23 net cpu minutes for 30 s of simulated time (4300 time steps). The 5 m tall tree runs required 440 MB memory and 280 net cpu minutes for 35 s of simulated time (15,300 time steps). As discussed in Section 4.1 an estimate of the bulk density of the thermally-thin vegetation can be obtained from the measured dry mass loss in the M < 30% tree burns. This was done in two ways: the thermally-thin vegetation was either (1) all foliage or (2) distributed in the size classes discussed in Section 4.1. The ﬁrst method has the advantage of ease of implementation, only the total mass of the dry thermally-thin vegetation is needed, which can potentially be related via a rule of thumb or an allometric equation to general tree characteristics. The second method more realistically accounts for the distribution of mass in size classes, but the mass distribution used here may not be generally applicable. As stated above, post-burn observations of the experiments determined that the foliage and smaller roundwood (


eled but can affect heat transfer within the crown by altering the ﬂuid ﬂow (via drag) and radiant heat ﬂuxes (via changes in radiation absorption/emission). In order to assess the importance of this affect on model predictions the removal of a pyrolyzed fuel element was handled in two ways. In the ﬁrst approach, once pyrolysis is complete, leaving only char, a fuel element remains for the duration of the simulation as a source of drag, thermal mass, and radiative absorbion/emission. In this case, the equation for the fuel element temperature (Eq. (25) in the Appendix) is solved without the thermal degradation terms. Both r and b retain their original values during the post-pyrolysis phase since the charred vegetation is assumed to have the shape and size of the virgin fuel. In the second approach, once the virgin fuel is fully pyrolyzed it is removed from the computational domain. 4.2.1. 2 m Tall, M = 14% trees In order to gain an understanding of the global results, such as the average mass loss rate obtained by weighing the burning tree, we ﬁrst present some more local results for the case of a tree crown composed of foliage only. Time histories of the fuel elements located in a grid cell 38 cm from the top of the tree crown on the vertical centerline are plotted in Fig. 11. The net bulk density (dry fuel plus moisture mass per unit volume) and the temperature of the fuel element and gas phase are plotted in Fig. 11a when keeping pyrolyzed fuel elements and in Fig. 11b when removing pyrolyzed fuel elements. The general character of the time histories is similar for both the foliage kept and foliage removed cases. After approximately 6 s the fuel element temperature (solid line) rises due to immersion in hot gases (dotted line). Drying begins at t  8 s when T e ¼ 100  C. Drying lasts approximately 3 s after which T e rises rapidly and volatilization begins at t  12 s. The pyrolysis is complete by t  22 s when the charred foliage is kept and earlier, by t  20 s, when the charred foliage is removed. In both cases (pyrolyzed fuel elements kept or removed) pyrolysis is completed before the ﬂame zone reaches the fuel element. However, from the gas phase temperature time history it is clear that in Fig. 11b the fuel elements are at the edge of the ﬂame zone as pyrolysis ends at t  20 s. For the case in which the pyrolyzed fuel elements are kept, the ﬂame zone (the T ¼ 700  C peak in Fig. 11a) does not reach the fuel elements until t  27 s, 5 s after pyrolysis is complete. The proximity of the ﬂame zone results in larger heat ﬂuxes on fuel elements when the pyrolyzed fuel elements are removed. This can be seen from the histories of the divergence of the conductive and radiative ﬂuxes on the fuel elements, in Fig. 11c and d. In both ﬁgures, radiation dominates convective heat ﬂux. However, during the last half of pyrolysis in Fig. 11d (16s 6 t 6 20s; pyrolyzed fuel elements removed) the radiative contribution rises rapidly due to the approach of the ﬂame zone. Fig. 12 shows the average mass loss rate from the 2 m tall, M ¼ 14%, tree burning experiments (circles) and from WFDS simulations (lines). The mass loss rate is a fundamental quantity that results from the coupled ﬁre/fuel interaction as the ﬁre spreads through the vegetation. The experimental data is plotted as circles for the average mass loss rate, with vertical bars denoting the range of one standard deviation above and below the average value. In Fig. 12a the tree crown is represented solely by foliage (the case with pyrolyzed foliage kept is the solid line; pyrolyzed foliage removed is the dashed line). The behavior of the mass loss rate in Fig. 12a is clearly consistent with the local time histories discussed above in Fig. 11: the case with pyrolyzed fuel elements removed has a larger mass loss rate. The duration of burning in both the simulation cases in Fig. 12a is similar to the experiments but the peak mass loss rate occurs later and is lower in magnitude than the experiments (25% lower for the case of removing pyrolyzed fuel elements).
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In Fig. 12b the average mass loss rate from the experiments and from the simulation with the tree crown represented by four types of vegetation is plotted. The four vegetation types and their approximate percentage of the total simulated crown mass are: foliage (64%), and three roundwood types with diameters 


a



tion of the thermally-thick roundwood of size 6 mm–10 mm is not modeled; this vegetation type is present in the simulation as a source of drag and radiative absorption. As discussed in Section 4.1, the dry bulk density of the tree crown is obtained from the measured mass loss and the volume of the cone approximating the crown, qb ¼ 2:63 kg m3 . In the case with four vegetation types



b



.



.



c



d



.



.



Fig. 11. Time histories of various fuel element quantities in a grid cell located along the tree’s vertical centerline, 38 cm from the top of the tree. The cases of pyrolyzed vegetation kept (a, c) and removed (c, d) are shown. The top row has time histories of fuel element temperature (solid line), gas phase temperature (dotted line), and net bulk density (dashed line). Note that the bulk density minimum equals the char density. The bottom row contains time histories of the divergence of the convective and radiative heat ﬂuxes. Note these terms are in the fuel element temperature Eq. (25).
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Fig. 12. Mass loss rate versus time for the 2 m tall, M ¼ 14%, trees from the experiments and the simulations. The average mass loss rate from the six experimental burns are circles with vertical lines showing one standard deviation above and below the average. Solid and dashed lines are WFDS results and distinguish between two methods of handling a fuel element after the virgin fuel has burned off leaving only char. For the solid line case the fuel element is kept as a source of drag, thermal mass, and radiative absorption/emission. For the dashed line case the fuel element is removed from the simulation. Char oxidation is not modeled in either case. (a) Tree crown is assumed to consist solely of foliage. (b) Tree crown consists of vegetation (fuel elements) of four different sizes, as determined from bioassay measurements.
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the portioning of the mass into each type, based on bioassay measurements of the trees (see Section 4.1), gives: qb;e ¼ 1:68 kg m3 (foliage), 0.29 kg m3 (


needed to test and reﬁne the drag model and to determine the inﬂuence of bulk density, especially at lower values which are more representative of natural Douglas ﬁrs. Radiation can play a central role in WUI ﬁrespread by preheating fuels ahead of the ﬁre front, thereby aiding piloted ignition from direct ﬂame contact or, potentially, from ﬁrebrands generated by burning vegetation and/or structures. Fig. 13 shows the time history of the measured total heat ﬂux in the experiment (circles) and the incident radiant ﬂux in WFDS (lines). Heat ﬂux locations are at two different horizontal distances from the center of the tree (x = 2 m or 3 m) each with four heights above the base of the tree trunk (z = 0.2 m, 1.2 m, 2.3 m, 3.4 m, 4.5 m). All ﬂux gauges were manufactured by the Medtherm Corporation and all ten total ﬂux gauges were water cooled using cold tap water. The ﬁve gauges lo-
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Fig. 13. Time histories of the incident radiant heat ﬂux (kW m2) for the 2 m tall, M ¼ 14% experiments and WFDS simulation. The average total heat ﬂux from the six experimental burns are circles with vertical lines showing one standard deviation above and below the average. WFDS results are solid lines; the tree is modeled with four vegetation types with pyrolyzed vegetation removed (same case as the dashed line in Fig. 12b). The radiant ﬂux was measured by total heat ﬂux gauges facing the tree at ﬁve different heights and two horizontal distances from the center of the tree. The left column of ﬁgures correspond to gauges located a horizontal distance of x ¼ 2 m and vertical locations of (from bottom to top of the ﬁgure) z ¼ 0:2 m, 1.2 m, 3.4 m, 4.5 m. For the right column of ﬁgures x ¼ 3 m and same heights as left column.
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the burn is longer at lower heights where there is more fuel loading (see Fig. 2). These trends are reproduced in WFDS. As with the mass loss rate predictions (Fig. 12b), WFDS under predicts the duration of burning. In other respects WFDS gives reasonable predictions of the radiant heat ﬂux.



Fig. 14. Measured (circles) and predicted (solid and dashed lines) time histories of the mass loss rate versus time for the 2 m tall, M ¼ 49%, trees. Circles show the mean mass loss rate from the three experiments; vertical lines on circles denote one standard deviation above and below the mean. Fuel elements of four sizes, based on bioassays and observation (see discussion in Section 4.2.2) represent the vegetation. The solid line denotes the simulation case in which pyrolyzed vegetation is retained; the dashed line is the case of pyrolyzed vegetation removed.



cated 2 m from the tree trunk were factory calibrated up to 150 kW m2 using cold water. The second set of ﬁve ﬂux gauges, located 3 m from the tree trunk, were also cold water factory calibrated to 100 kW m2. The two standard deviation uncertainty of the ﬂux gauges is estimated at 3 kW m2 . By incident radiant ﬂux in WFDS we mean the radiant ﬂux in the gas phase. The simulated incident radiation ﬂux can be legitimately compared to the measured total ﬂux because the contribution of the convective heat ﬂux is negligible, based on temperature at the gauge location (6 8  C above ambient in the simulations). The face of experimental ﬂux gauges are oriented to be parallel to the tree trunk, this orientation is accounted for in the computation of the incident radiant ﬂux. The simulated crown is represented by four fuel element types with pyrolyzed fuel elements removed (solid lines; this is the same WFDS case plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 12 b). The maximum heat ﬂux increases and occurs earlier as the height of the measurement increases. This peak ﬂux behavior is due to the ﬁre occupying a larger view angle at the higher measurement locations. The time shift occurs because the duration of



a



4.2.2. 2 m Tall, M = 49% trees Determining the fuel mass loading for the M ¼ 49%, 2 m tall, trees is more problematic than for the M ¼ 14%, 2 m tall trees. As seen in the photos from the experiments, unlike the drier trees (see Fig. 8), foliage and roundwood less than 10 mm in diameter are not completely consumed throughout the crown in the M ¼ 49% tree burns (see Fig. 6). For this reason, it was not possible to use the total dry mass loss as a ﬁrst approximation to the mass of vegetation in the tree crown that is 10 mm in diameter or smaller. However, from post-burn observations of the M ¼ 49% burns, it was estimated that the burned region occupied the entire upper 2/3 of the crown and a cylindrical region in the bottom 1/3 of the crown with a diameter approximately equal to the burner diameter. In this burn region, to a ﬁrst approximation, the mass loss was predominately from completely consumed foliage, relatively little roundwood was consumed. From the volume of the burned region, the volume of the entire crown, the measured mass loss, and the assumption that only foliage was consumed, we estimate the mass of foliage to be 3.75 kg. This allows for an approximate determination of the mass of vegetation in the crown that is less than 10 mm in diameter (since from bioassays 64% of this crown mass is foliage). This gives 5.86 kg. As with the M ¼ 14% case, this mass is portioned into four size types in WFDS. Fig. 14 shows the mass loss rate from the WFDS simulations. In these simulations, the shape of the tree crown was approximated by a cone. As in the M ¼ 14% case of Fig. 12, the solid and dashed lines correspond to the case of keeping and removing, respectively, the fuel elements after they are completely pyrolyzed. Both cases give good predictions of the burn duration and the location of the mass loss rate peak. The magnitude of the peak mass loss rate is well predicted when pyrolyzed fuel elements are kept and over predicted by approximately 35% when the pyrolyzed fuel elements are removed. It is important to note that the method for obtaining the initial vegetative mass (as described in the preceding paragraph) is an approximation. Further work is underway to develop better measures of mass in the tree crown. This will support more rigorous testing of WFDS.



b



Fig. 15. Time histories of mass loss rate from the experiments (circles) and simulations (solid and dashed lines) for the 5 m tall, M = 26%, trees. Circles show the average mass loss rate from the six experimental burns, with vertical lines showing one standard deviation above and below the average. Solid lines denote the simulation case in which pyrolyzed vegetation is retained; the dashed lines are the case of pyrolyzed vegetation removed. (a) Tree crown shape is approximated by a cone. (b) Tree crown shape is approximated by a cylinder.
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4.2.3. 5 m Tall, M = 26% trees Time histories of the mass loss rate for the 5 m tall trees are shown in Fig. 15. The shape of the tree crown is approximated by a cone in Fig. 15a and a cylinder in Fig. 15b. The crown vegetation is represented by four size types of fuel elements, in the same manner used above for the 2 m tall trees. The peak mass loss rate occurs near t ¼ 10 s, as in the 2 m tall trees. The simulated peak is delayed in the simulations (by less than 3 s) compared to the measured peak. Similar to the drier 2 m tall tree case, the tail of the burn is not well predicted. This is consistent with the absence of char oxidation and burning of the 6 mm–10 mm diameter roundwood in the model. Also, as was discussed for the drier 2 m tall trees, removing the pyrolyzed fuel elements results in signiﬁcantly high-



er peak mass loss rates, due to higher heat ﬂuxes on the fuel elements, and predictions that are closer to the measurements (within 5% in Fig. 15). Total heat ﬂux time histories are shown in Fig. 16 at the same measurement locations used in the 2 m tall tree, M ¼ 14%, tree shown previously in Fig. 13. Note the difference in scales for the heat ﬂux axis compared to the 2 m tall tree case ﬁgure. The maximum measured average incident heat ﬂuxes in the 5 m tall tree ð 55 kW m1 Þ are approximately twice those of the 2 m tall tree ð 25 kW m1 Þ. The simulated peak ﬂuxes are also approximately twice those of the 2 m tall tree simulations. The under prediction of the burn duration results in an under prediction of the ﬂux during the latter part of the burn.
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Fig. 16. Time histories of the incident radiant heat ﬂux (kW m2) for the 5 m tall, M = 26% experiments and WFDS simulation. The average total heat ﬂux from the six experimental burns are circles with vertical lines showing one standard deviation above and below the average. WFDS results are solid lines; the tree crown is modeled as cone shaped with four vegetation types with pyrolyzed vegetation removed (same case as the dashed line in Fig. 15b). The radiant ﬂux was measured by total heat ﬂux gauges facing the tree at ﬁve different heights and two horizontal distances from the center of the tree (same locations as for the 2 m tall trees). The left column of ﬁgures correspond to gauges located a horizontal distance of x = 2 m and vertical locations of (from bottom to top of the ﬁgure) z = 0.2 m, 1.2 m, 3.4 m, 4.5 m. For the right column of ﬁgures x = 3 m and the same heights. The measured heat ﬂux data for x = 2 m, z = 3.4 m was corrupted and is not included.
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5. Summary and conclusions



Appendix A. Details of the modeling approach



A numerical modeling approach applicable to the simulation of ﬁre spread through raised vegetation was developed and tested against measurements from experiments of individual tree burns. Model predictions of mass loss rate and radiative heat ﬂux compare reasonably well to measurements. The laboratory conditions are representative of ﬁeld conditions of tree crown ignition from a surface ﬁre spreading through grass or a pine needle bed in no ambient wind. In such transition conditions, as opposed to ignition from a fully developed crown ﬁre (with much higher incident heat ﬂuxes), the tree burning behavior is expected to be sensitive to characteristics of the tree crown vegetation. This was observed in the results: burning behavior depended signiﬁcantly on moisture and the method of representing the bulk density. In the experimental burns, vegetation is removed from the tree to form ﬁrebrands (especially the drier, M < 30%, cases). The mechanics of ﬁrebrand generation were not directly modeled. However, the inﬂuence of this process on the mass loss rate was bounded by either removing or retaining fuel elements once they reached a fully pyrolyzed state. Note that this signiﬁcantly alters the drag and radiant absorption characteristics of the tree crown. In the drier tree cases, removing the fully pyrolyzed vegetation gave better predictions. Determining whether this method of approximating the mechanism of ﬁrebrand generation has general application requires further research. Although the bulk density of the farm grown trees used here may be representative of residential vegetation, it is not representative, in general, of trees growing naturally on the landscape. It is expected that in a natural setting the bulk density and its spatial distribution will be less uniform. While forest stands may, to a ﬁrst approximation, be modeled as uniformly distributed vegetation (if, for example, tree crowns are sufﬁciently close to each other) this ignores the important inﬂuence on ﬁrespread of patchy or inhomogeneous fuels. This is an important issue that needs to be addressed to improve our understanding of ﬁre behavior in both wildland fuels that have been treated and in the discontinuous and heterogeneous fuels of the wildland–urban interface. Future work on WFDS will focus on validation for fuels that are more representative of, for example, the bulk density and spatial distribution of naturally occurring vegetation in forest stands and landscapes near WUI communities. In conjunction with wind tunnel experiments, testing and reﬁnement of the drag and convective heat transfer model will be carried out. The inﬂuence of wind and different thermal degradation models that include, for example, char oxidation will also be investigated. However, the model in its present form could feasibly be used to evaluate the radiant ﬂuxes on structures, and other WUI fuels, due to burning ornamental trees ignited by surface ﬁres. Ongoing experimental work on the transport and ignition potential of ﬁrebrands will also be used to extend and validate the model.



A.1. Subgrid vegetation
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We denote the volume over which a bulk property of the thermally-thin vegetation is determined as V b , which is also the volume of a computational grid cell (see Fig. 1). As shown in Fig. 1(b.II), the vegetation in the tree crown is idealized as subgrid fuel elements uniformly distributed throughout V b . The volume of a thermally thin fuel element k, of type e, is V e;k V b . Different vegetation types can be distinguished by size or geometry (e.g., foliage versus roundwood) or some other relevant physical property (e.g., moisture content). Throughout the remainder of this paper the subscript e is suppressed, except when necessary for clariﬁcaPP tion. It is further assumed that e k V e;k V g where V g is the volume occupied by the the gas in V b . Thus, thermally-thin vegetation is approximated as point sources of mass, drag, heat release, and radiative absorbtion and emission. Their effect on the gas-phase conservation laws comes via ‘‘bulk” source terms determined by summing the contributions of all the fuel elements in V b . The formalism for deriving the bulk source terms used in the model equations is similar in concept to the ﬁltered density function (FDF) approach introduced by Pope [37]. Although the derivation of the modeling equations, based on the above assumptions, and presented below is more straightforward, the ﬁnal governing equations are similar to those derived by Larini et al. [22] and implemented by others [17,23,24]. Differences also exist in the numerical approaches and the large-eddy simulation (LES) and ﬁlter-based formulation presented here. The discrete mass source for gas species i due to the thermal degradation of the kth subgrid fuel element is



_ k;i ðtÞ  m



Z



qY i v i  n^ dS:



Sk ðtÞ



We may then deﬁne the discrete mass source density as



_ _ 000 m k;i ðx; tÞ  dðx  xk ½t Þmk;i ðtÞ:



ð3Þ



By summing Eq. (3) over all fuel elements, we have the bulk discrete mass source density



_ 000 m b;i ðx; tÞ 



X



_ 000 m k;i ðx; tÞ:



ð4Þ



k



Additionally, summing over gas species gives



_ 000 m b ðx; tÞ 



X



_ 000 m b;i ðx; tÞ:



ð5Þ



i



Note that (3)–(5) are discontinuous functions of space. In principle, a detailed computation of the evolution of each fuel _ k;i ðtÞ. Here some simplifyelement could be conducted to obtain m ing assumptions are made to speed the computations. First, we assume that the mass loss for a given fuel element is independent of position within the fuel element (since the element is thermally thin). Thus, gases produced by thermal degradation within a fuel element instantaneously exit at the fuel element surface. Next, within a given computational cell, we assume that fuel elements of the same type have the same thermo-physical properties and evolution. This is consistent with assuming the heat ﬂux environment does not vary within a computational grid cell. A.2. LES formulation In LES, the ‘‘large” (i.e., resolved) and ‘‘small” (i.e., subgrid) scales are formally deﬁned through a low-pass spatial ﬁltering operation. For an arbitrary scalar / we distinguish between two kinds of ﬁltering used to derive the governing equations: conven-
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tional ﬁltering to obtain / and explicit ﬁltering to obtain h/iV b (see ‘‘special operators” in Section nomenclature for deﬁnitions of the ﬁlters). Conventional LES quantities are implicitly ﬁltered in the simulation. Explicit ﬁltering uses an anisotropic box ﬁlter [38] to determine the bulk source terms due to the presence of subgrid fuel elements. The two ﬁltering operations are equivalent when the implicit-ﬁlter kernel is the Heavyside based Gðr; DÞ ¼ Q3 1 i¼1 HðDðiÞ =2  jr ðiÞ jÞ. For example, consider the ﬁltered bulk mass Vb source term required for the ﬁltered species transport equation. When the conventional ﬁlter with the Heavyside kernel is applied to Eq. (4) we obtain



_ 000 m b;i ðx; tÞ ¼



Z



Gðx  x0 Þ



( X



) _ k;i ðtÞ dx0 ; dðx0  xk ½t Þm



k



¼



X



_ k;i ; ¼ Gðx  xk Þm



k



D E 1 X _ 000 _ k;i ; ¼ m : m b;i ðx; tÞ Vb V b k2V ðxÞ



ð6Þ



b



The ﬁrst term on the right-hand-side in Eq. (6) is based on the deﬁnition of the conventional ﬁlter. The second term follows by the sifting property of the Dirac delta function. In going from the second to the third term we have invoked the Heavyside kernel deﬁnition for a cell volume V b centered at x (this third term provides the basis for the discrete method used in the numerical implementation). The last term follows from the deﬁnition of the explicit ﬁlter operator. Explicit ﬁltering of the discrete drag sources gives 000



hf D iV b ¼



1 X1 ~ jðuk  u ~Þ C D;k Ak qjuk  u V b k2V 2



A.3. Governing equations The ﬁltered transport equations for mass, species, momentum, and enthalpy, combined with the equation of state (EOS), shown below in Eqs. (11)–(15), provide ns þ 5 independent equations (ns is the number of species) for ns þ 5 unknowns: density, ns  1 mass fractions, 3 velocity components, hydrodynamic pressure, and enthalpy.



 000  @q ~Þ ¼ m _b V ð11Þ þ r  ðqu b @t D E   @ qY~ i ~ Þ ¼ r  Ji þ Jsgs _ 000 _ 000 þm ð12Þ þ r  ðqY~ i u i i þ mb;i Vb @t   ~ @ qu ~u ~ Þ ¼ rp  r  ðs þ ssgs Þ þ qg þ f 000 ð13Þ þ r  ðqu D Vb @t   D E D E ~ ~ Dp @ qh ~u ~ ¼ 0  r  ðq þ qsgs Þ  r  qr þ q_ 000 þ h_ 000 þ r  qh c;b b ~ Vb Vb @t Dt ð14Þ
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p0 W RT~



Flux and source terms are given below in Tables 4 and 5. Further discussion of the chemistry, radiation, and pyrolysis models follows in Sections A.4, A.5, A.6. As an important component of the projection method used to solve (11)–(15), a constraint on the velocity divergence is derived by taking the material derivative of the equation of state [44– ~ Dt ~ (see 46]. In the LES context, the ﬁltered material derivative D= Section nomenclature under ‘‘Special operators”) is applied to the ﬁltered EOS, resulting in



b



3 ~ jðue  u ~ Þ: ¼ be re C D;e qjue  u 8



ð7Þ



~¼ ru



The 3/8 factor has also been used in numerical simulations of ﬂame spread through a forest fuel bed [39], Mediterranean shrubs [40], and Australian grassland ﬁres [2]. This factor is 1/8 for a spherical fuel element. The value of the drag coefﬁcient, C D , depends on the local Reynolds number, Ree ,



8 24=Re ; Ree < 1; > <  e  0:687 C D;e ¼ 24 1 þ 0:15Ree =Ree ; 1 < Ree < 1000; > : 0:44; 1000 < Ree ; ~ jr e 2qjue  u Ree ¼ l~



0:683Re0:466 e : 2=re
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ð8Þ
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ð16Þ ð9Þ



where r e is the equivalent radius for a sphere re ¼ 3=re . Similar expressions for C D;e have been used previously [41,42]. The correlation for the convective heat transfer coefﬁcient is [43]



~ hc;e ¼ 0:5kðTÞ



ð15Þ



This constraint is used in the Poisson equation (obtained from the divergence of the momentum equation) for the hydrodynamic pressure. Note that the following relationships – which do not result from straight-forward application of the ﬁlter operators – are P~ P~ 1 ~ PY ~~ cp ¼ i Y used to derive (16): W ¼ ð i Y i =W i Þ , ~ i cp;i , and h ¼ i i hi R ~ T 0 ~ where hi ¼ Dhi þ T 0 cp;i dT. At the open boundaries of the computa-



ð10Þ



Here the Reynolds number is based on the relation r ¼ 2=r for cylinders of radius r. We are currently in the initial stages of conducting wind tunnel experiments to test and further reﬁne these empirical drag and heat transfer models for complex arrangements and bulk densities of a variety of vegetation shapes (cylindrical roundwood, ﬂat needles). For this reason, the results presented here should be viewed as a ﬁrst step that is also in line with contemporary approaches. The LES ﬁltered equations and subgrid closures adopted for WFDS are presented below, followed by the formulations for combustion chemistry, radiative transport, and pyrolysis (thermal decomposition). Further details of the gas phase model, including the numerical approach, and boundary condition implementation, can be found in McGrattan et al. [12].



Table 4 Constitutive relations and subgrid models. Favre-ﬁltered transport coefﬁcients are obtained from molecular coefﬁcients evaluated using ﬁltered temperature and ~ TÞ. ~ The eddy viscosity is obtained from the ~ ¼ lðY; species concentrations, e.g., l ~ with C s ¼ 0:2 and D ¼ V 1=3 . constant coefﬁcient Smagorinsky model, mt ¼ ðC s DÞ2 jSj b ~  ð2S ~ : SÞ ~ 1=2 . The turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl The magnitude of the strain rate is jSj numbers are set to Sct ¼ 0:5 and Prt ¼ 0:5, respectively, based on comparisons between FDS and compartment ﬁre experiments [10]. The divergence of the radiative heat ﬂux is included as a source term (see Table 5). Species ﬂux Momentum ﬂux Heat ﬂux



~ i þ mt ÞrY~i Ji þ Jsgs ¼ qðD Sct i 1 ~ ~ ÞIÞ ~ ðS  ðr  u s ¼ 2l 3



ssgs;d  ssgs  13 traceðssgs ÞI ¼ 2qmt ðS~  13 ðr  u~ ÞIÞ ~ þ q~cp mt ÞrT~  P qðD ~ rY ~i ~ i þ mt Þh q þ qsgs ¼ ðk i i Prt Prt
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jb;e ¼



_ 000 _ 000 hm b;H2 O iV b ¼ be mH2 O;e , See Eq. (30) _ 000 _ 000 hm b;F iV ¼ be mF;e , See Eq. (31)
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tional domain zero gradient boundary conditions are used for the scalar ﬁelds; velocity and pressure boundary conditions are more involved and are described in McGrattan et al. [12]. A.4. Chemical reactions The molar heat of combustion for a given chemical reaction at constant pressure is [47,48]



DH c  



X



mi Hi ðTÞ ¼ 



i



X



This expression for the absorption coefﬁcient has been used in other ﬁre spread models [2,15,16,39,40,51] and has been experimentally validated for vegetative fuels [52]. The ﬁnal form of the radiation transfer equation (RTE) is then given by



~  Iðx; ^sÞ þ jb;e ½Ib ðT e Þ  Iðx; ^sÞ : ^s  rIðx; ^sÞ ¼ j½Ib ðTÞ
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ð20Þ
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~  U þ hr  q i r  qr ¼ j½4pIb ðTÞ r;b V b



Heat transfer
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mi hi ðTÞW i :



ð21Þ



A table containing the values of j as a function of species mass fractions and temperature for a given mixture of participating gaseous species (H2O, CO2) and soot particulate is computed before the simulation begins. A soot evolution model is not used. Instead, the mass of soot generated locally is an assumed fraction, vs , of the mass of fuel gas consumed by the combustion process. In the WFDS simulations reported here, vs ¼ 0:02 is used. Values of vs for Douglas ﬁr range from less than 0.01 to 0.025 under ﬂaming conditions [35]. Integrating the RTE (21) over all solid angles gives the equation for conservation of radiant energy,



r  qr ðxÞ ¼ j½4pIb ð Te Þ  UðxÞ þ jb;e ½4pIb ðT e Þ  UðxÞ



¼ j½4pIb ð Te Þ  UðxÞ þ hr  qr;b iV b :



ð17Þ



ð22Þ



i



where mi is the stoichiometric coefﬁcient of gas species i (m < 0 for reactant species; m > 0 for product species). The simpliﬁed stoichiometric relation



C3:4 H6:2 O2:5 þ 3:7ðO2 þ 3:76N2 Þ ! 3:4CO2 þ 3:1H2 O þ 13:91N2 is used to model the chemical reaction of air and fuel gases generated by wood pyrolysis [31]. In this study, which is focused on ﬁrespread, we do not consider other products such as NOx (N2 is assumed to be chemically inactive) or secondary reactions. The mass consumption rate for any of the species can be written in terms of a single species. Thus, in terms of the fuel mass consumption rate we have



where U is the integrated radiation intensity. Eq. (22) is required in the enthalpy transport Eq. (14) and in the divergence constraint Eq. (16). Capturing the effects of subgrid heterogeneity of the ﬂame temperature requires special treatment of the radiation emission term jIb since this term depends on the fourth power of the local temperature. In regions where the local mean temperature is lower and spatial gradients of scalars are sufﬁciently resolved, capturing the effects of the subgrid temperature distribution is less critical. For this reason, we model the gas phase emission term as



jIb ð Te Þ ¼ maxðvr Q_ 000c ; jrB Te 4 =pÞ;



ð23Þ



~ c ¼ DH ~ c =W F is the mass-based heat of combustion evaluwhere Dh ~ The ﬁltered chemical source term m _ 000 is obtained from the ated at T.



where vr is the fraction of the chemical heat release rate per unit volume that is radiated to the local volume surrounding the ﬂame region. Note that some of this radiation will be absorbed by the surrounding soot and vegetative fuel. As a result, for sufﬁciently smoke laden ﬁres the fraction of chemical heat release radiated to a location outside the smoke plume will be smaller than the local value. For hydrocarbon pool ﬁres the local value is vr ﬃ 0:30—0:35 while the global value is less, 0.10 [53]. In wood cribs vr ﬃ 0:20—0:40 [34]. The value used in the simulations presented here is vr ¼ 0:35. A ﬁnite volume method based on that of Raithby and Chui [54] is used to solve the gray gas form of (21). It requires approximately 20% of the total CPU time. The spatial discretization of the radiation transport equation is the same as that used in the other gas-phase conservation equations.



Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) model of Magnussen [14], see Table 5.



A.6. Thermal decomposition of vegetative fuel



_ 000 _ 000 m i ¼ r i mF ; r i ¼



mi W i ; m ¼ 1; mO2 ¼ 3:7; mCO2 ¼ 3:4; mH2 O ¼ 3:1: mF W F F ð18Þ



With Eq. (18) the heat release rate per unit volume of the combustion process can be represented in terms of the heat of combustion,



Q_ 000 c  



X i



X _ 000 _ 000 m m F ~i m _ 000 h mi h~i W i ¼ F DH~ c ¼ m_ 000F Dh~c ; i ¼  mF W F i mF W F ð19Þ



F



A.5. Thermal radiation transport Fires from vegetative fuels are heavily soot laden. Since the radiation spectrum of soot is continuous, it is assumed that the gas behaves as a spectrally independent or gray medium. This results in a signiﬁcant reduction in computational expense. The vegetative fuel is assumed to be comprised of ﬁxed, uniformly distributed (within the bulk volume V b ), non-scattering, perfectly absorbing, subgrid fuel elements. Following Consalvi et al. [49], for simplicity the fuel element is assumed to be spherical. The absorption coefﬁcient is [50],



In this section we provide the details for obtaining the bulk _ 000 mass source terms hm b;i iV b for water vapor (i ¼ H2 O) and fuel vapor (i ¼ F) required in the mass, species, and enthalpy transport equations. The model for the thermal degradation of a thermally-thin vegetative fuel used here is similar to that employed by others (e.g., [43]) and previously in WFDS simulations of ﬁre spread in grassland fuels [2]. The equation governing the temperature of a thermally thin fuel element, k, is



qk cp;k



dT k _ 000 _ 000 ¼ Dhvap m H2 O;k  Dhpyr mF;k  r  qc;k  r  qr;k : dt



ð24Þ
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Applying the explicit spatial ﬁlter gives D E D E D E   dT qe;b cp;e e ¼ Dhvap m_ 000b;H2 O  Dhpyr m_ 000b;F  q_ 000c;b  r  qr;b V b : Vb Vb Vb dt ð25Þ The third and fourth terms on the right-hand-side of Eq. (25) are the fuel element bulk contributions from unresolved conduction and radiative heat transfer (see Table 5). In the solid phase model the bulk density and speciﬁc heat and have contributions from from dry virgin vegetative fuel and moisture,



qe;b ¼ qbv þ qb;H2 O qbv cp;v þ qb;H2 O cp;H2 O cp;e ¼ qb



ð26Þ ð27Þ



where initially qe;b;H2 O ¼ M e qbv , note that here Me is a fraction not a percent. The temperature Eq. (25) for the fuel bed is solved assuming a two stage endothermic decomposition process (water evaporation followed by solid fuel volatilization). This results in a mass loss of vegetative fuel:



D E D E dqe;b D 000 E _ 000 _ 000 _ e;b ¼ m þ m : ¼ m b;H2 O b;F Vb Vb Vb dt



ð28Þ



With the net heat ﬂux divergence deﬁned as
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the thermal degradation model used here is given by the following: 8 T e < 100  C; < 0; D E 000 000 _ e;b;H O _ e;H O ¼ hq_ 000net i m m ¼ b   e Vb 2 2 : Vb ; T e ¼ 100  C; qb;H2 O V b > 0; q_ 000 net V > 0 Dhvap b



_ 000 _ 000 hm e;b;F iV b ¼ be me;F ¼



ð30Þ
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ð31Þ 



qb;F V b > ve;char qbv V b ; q_ 000net



 Vb
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where ve;char is the char fraction for fuel elements of type e. The heat 1 of vaporization for water is Dhvap ¼ 2259 kJ kg and the heat of 1 pyrolysis is Dhpyr ¼ 416 kJ kg [40] (also see Table 3). The initial temperature T e ðt 0 Þ is ambient or user deﬁned. The temperature of the vegetative fuel evolves according to Eq. (25), which was also used (up to the point of pyrolysis) by Albini [15,16]. Once T e reaches the boiling temperature it is assumed that drying requires all of the available heat so that T e ¼ 100  C until all the moisture has evaporated. After all the moisture has been removed, the temperature of the fuel element evolves according to _ 000 Eq. (25) with hm b;H2 O iV b ¼ 0. With a net inﬂux of heat, T e continues to rise, eventually reaching a temperature T e ¼ 127  C, when pyrolysis begins. The model for solid fuel thermal degradation uses the temperature dependent mass loss rate expression of Morvan et al. [40]. This fuel volatilization model is based on thermogravimetric analysis of a number of vegetation species [55,56]. Since char oxidation is not modeled, smoldering or glowing combustion is not accounted for. References [1] E.A. Johnson, K. Miayanishi (Eds.), Forest Fires: Behavior and Ecological Effects, Academic Press, 2001. [2] W.E. Mell, M.A. Jenkins, J. Gould, P. Cheney, A physics based approach to modeling grassland ﬁres, Int. J. Wildland Fire 16 (2007) 1–22. [3] R.C. Rothermel, A mathematical model for predicting ﬁre spread in wildland fuels, Technical Report 1972.
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